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Abstract. There have been attempts to (partially) translate expressive
ontologies such as SUMO or Cyc to first-order logic and to use firstorder automated theorem provers for detecting errors and inconsistencies. Claims have been made that these translation results are now ready
for use within practical applications.
This paper adopts a critical attitude: The fact that a translation of an
expressive ontology into a target logic (be it first-order or higher-order or
modal, etc.) exists for which satisfiability can be shown does not imply
that the approach is ready for application. What might still be missing
is a guarantee of the faithfulness of the translation.
The issue is illustrated in connection with a (knowingly) unfaithful translation of SUMO into classical higher-order logic. The focus is on a small,
provably satisfiable subset of this translated SUMO ontology. By adding
some intuitively compatible and sound ABox axioms the unfaithfulness
of the translation can easily be revealed with automated theorem provers.
Without the ABox content, however, the problem remains undetected.
We thus argue for the extensive integration of ABox information into
automated consistency checking for expressive ontologies, in particular,
when logic translations are involved and when faithfulness has not or
cannot be formally ensured.
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Introduction

Expressive formal ontologies such as SUMO [14, 16] or Cyc [11] have been developed to support a wide range of practical applications. Since these might also
include safety critical applications detecting errors and inconsistencies in the
used ontologies is of utmost importance. For this purpose the use of automated
theorem provers and model finders has been proposed.
Respective research efforts have led to multiple ontology revisions and they
resulted in revised (partial) first-order views on them. Examples include AdimenSUMO [1], TPTP-SUMO [15, 17], and first-orderized Cyc [18].
However, such first-orderized ontologies typically adopt very pragmatic attitudes towards some challenge aspects in the source ontologies. These include
?
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contextual statements in the tradition of McCarthy’s work [12, 13], in which
formulas, say F, are wrapped into context descriptions, e.g. (in-context C F).
These contexts can be of various kinds, including epistemic (e.g. an agent A knows
or believes F: (knows A F)), doxastic (e.g. (believes A F)), or temporal (e.g.
F holds during time T: (holdsDuring T F)).
Pragmatic solutions for handling these aspects are as follows: Adimen-SUMO
simply excludes all affected axioms, that is, Adimen-SUMO is highly partial and
it will hence answer queries incorrectly for which such contextualized axioms do
play a role. TPTP-SUMO and first-orderized Cyc apply ad hoc translations to
affected axioms (cf. [15, 18]). The faithfulness of these translations, however, has
not been formally demonstrated. In fact, related problems in the TPTP-SUMO
ontology have already been pointed out in the past [4].
Faithfulness of a translation α from source logic S to target logic T refers to
the following property (Γ is a set of S-formulas, Φ an S-formula, |=S and |=T
are the semantical entailment relations of S and T ):
Γ |=S Φ iff

α(Γ ) |=T α(Φ)

Ideally the faithfulness of a logic translation should be proven first and then
formally verified resp. formally ensured for the implementation. There is important and promising work in this direction, including the OntoIOp1 initiative,
LoLa [10] and the LATIN2 project.
However, a formal assurance of the faithfulness (of the implementation) of a
logic translation is often non-trivial to achieve in practice, and Adimen-SUMO
or TPTP-SUMO are examples where this applies.
Another example is studied in this paper, where classical higher-order logic
(HOL) [2, 8] is employed as target logic for expressive ontologies. In [4] two different mappings of SUMO into HOL (respectively, into the THF0 syntax [22] for
HOL) have bee given. The first mapping, called THF0-SUMO-I in the remainder, translates contextualized formulas such as (knows A F) into HOL terms
(knowsi→o→o Ai Fo ) were type i denotes the set of all individuals and type o
stands for Booleans. Similar to the solution in TPTP-SUMO this mapping implicitly assumes extensional semantics for the contextualized, embedded formulas, and this is where faithfulness breaks. The second mapping in [4] appropriately identifies epistemic, doxastic and temporal context modifiers such as knows,
believes and holdsDuring with respective modal logic connectives. That is, the
second mapping is actually a mapping into quantified modal logic, which in turn
is modeled in [4] as a fragment of HOL (for more details on the embedding of
quantified modal logic in HOL we refer to [3]). The intention of second mapping
thus has been to guarantee faithfulness. However, no formal formal proof has
been given yet and a respective verification of the implementation appears very
difficult to achieve.
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The contributions of this paper are as follows:
First, we report on recent experiments with the THF0-SUMO-I translation.
Extending the work in [4], this translation has meanwhile been applied to the
entire SUMO ontology, including the mid-level ontology MILO and including all
SUMO domain ontologies. Several errors in SUMO have been detected this way
which remained undetected so far. However, the unfaithfulness of the THF0SUMO-I translation could unfortunately not be revealed in these experiments.
As a second contribution this paper therefore investigates the following question: Given an expressive ontology such as SUMO and given some translation
into a target formalism for which automated theorem provers and model finders
are available (be it first-order logic, higher-order logic or modal logic), how much
confidence should we have in it — in particular, with respect to a proper treatment of contextual statements — when the available reasoners for this target
logic report satisfiability or, at least, when they cannot find any further inconsistencies in elaborate and comprehensive experiments? We use a simple example
to illustrate that actually very little can be said based on such experiments. In
fact, it might be misleading and even dangerous if test results are interpreted
wrongly.
As a possible solution we propose the extensive integration of ABox information into automated consistency checking for expressive ontologies, in particular,
when logic translations are involved and when faithfulness has not or cannot be
formally ensured.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we outline THF0-SUMO-I, our (knowingly incorrect) translation of SUMO into HOL.
Section 3 presents some of the errors in SUMO that we have detected in our
experiments with THF0-SUMO-I. These experiments were facilitated by our
framework for elaborate consistency checking of expressive ontologies with HOL
provers and model finders. This framework is outlined in Section 4. The main
contribution of this paper is then presented in Section 5, where the focus is on
a small, provably satisfiable subset of the THF0-SUMO-I ontology. By adding
some intuitively compatible and sound ABox axioms, the unfaithfulness of the
THF0-SUMO-I translation can now be revealed by HOL reasoners. Without such
additional ABox axioms, however, the problem remains undetected. The paper
is concluded in Section 6.

2

A naive translation of SUMO to THF0

The first mapping in [4], called THF0-SUMO-I in this paper, was deliberately
chosen to simply map embedded formulas in SUMO axioms to HOL terms of
type o (Booleans in THF0) and modal modifiers operating on these embedded
formulas to functions on Booleans. For example, with this mapping the SUMO
axioms
(=> (knows ?AGENT ?FORMULA) (believes ?AGENT ?FORMULA))

(1)

(=> (knows ?AGENT ?FORMULA) (truth ?FORMULA True))

(2)

are translated into the following THF0 representation:
% Type declarations
thf(truth,type,(truth: ($o>$o>$o))).
thf(believes,type,(believes: ($i>$o>$o))).
thf(knows,type,(knows: ($i>$o>$o))).
% Axioms
thf(ax1126,axiom,((! [FORMULA: $o,AGENT: $i]:

(3)

((knows @ AGENT @ FORMULA) => (believes @ AGENT @ FORMULA))))).
thf(ax3303,axiom,((! [FORMULA: $o,AGENT: $i]:

(4)

((knows @ AGENT @ FORMULA) => (truth @ FORMULA @ $true))))).
The THF0 formulas (3) and (4) correspond to the SUMO axioms (1) and
(2), respectively. $o represents the type of Booleans, $i the type of individuals,
! stands for universal quantification; the quantified variables together with their
types are given in [.]-brackets. => is implication and @ is the explicit application operator as required in THF0 syntax. The types of the predicates truth,
believes, and knows are provided in the type declaration section; believes and
knows take an individual and a formula (i.e., a Boolean value $true or $false;
remember that HOL is extensional) as argument and return a Boolean value,
truth acts like a binary connective. More information on THF0 is provided in
[22] and the THF0-SUMO-I translation is discussed in more detail in [4].
Extending the achievements in [4], we have applied the THF0-SUMO-I translation to produce a translation of the entire SUMO ontology, including the midlevel ontology MILO and all domains ontologies; this THF0-SUMO-I ontology
can be download from:
http://www.christoph-benzmueller.de/papers/SUMOMILODOMAINS.thf
For the understanding of this paper the very details of THF0-SUMO-I are not
necessarily required. Just remember that modal operators are wrongly mapped
to extensional functions on type o (Booleans). Moreover, the instantiation (copying) of axioms for different types was required. The reason is that SUMO contains some axioms which cannot be assigned simple types otherwise. Consider,
for example, the SUMO axiom (instance instance BinaryPredicate), which
is translated into thf(ax,axiom,((instance IIiioIioI @ instance IiioI @
lBinaryPredicate i))). Here we have now two differently typed copies of
instance. Further axioms may now have to be formulated for both of these
copies, etc.

3

Detecting errors in SUMO

By employing THF0-SUMO-I numerous errors in the SUMO ontology have been
detected which remained undetected so far, also by the experiments conducted

with Adimen-SUMO or TPTP-SUMO. Most often these errors were related to
unused resp. undeclared variable names; cf. ?HORSE and ?MOTION in the following
axiom from SUMO domain ontology Sports.kif :
(=>
(instance ?HORSEBACK Equitation)
(exists (?HORSE)
(and
(instance ?MOTION HorseRiding)
(subProcess ?MOTION ?HORSEBACK))))
Typically, axioms were concerned which contain embedded formulas, such as the
following one in which the last occurrence of ?RES1 is not bound. Those axioms
are either not translated by the existing alternative approaches (this is the case
for Adimen-SUMO) or the embedded formulas are translated simply as strings
(as selectively done in TPTP-SUMO). In both cases typos and semantical errors
in the embedded formulas can therefore not be detected by these approaches.
(=>
(and
(instance ?AGENT Agent)
(potentialCustomer ?CUST ?AGENT)
(modalAttribute
(and
(instance ?R Reserving)
(destination ?R ?AGENT)) Necessity)
(conditionalProbability
(exists (?RES1)
(and
(instance ?RES1 Reservation)
(reservingEntity ?CUST ?RES1)
(fulfillingEntity ?AGENT ?RES1)))
(customer ?CUST ?AGENT) ?NUM1)
(conditionalProbability
(not
(exists (?RES2)
(and
(instance ?RES1 Reservation)
(reservingEntity ?CUST ?RES2)
(fulfillingEntity ?AGENT ?RES2))))
(customer ?CUST ?AGENT) ?NUM2))
(lessThan ?NUM2 ?NUM1))xf
Hence, for the automated detection of such errors in expressive ontologies
with automated (higher-order or first-order) theorem provers a correct and intuitively appropriate treatment of all concepts in the mapping of the ontology
is not necessarily required. Even very flawed mappings could still be useful to
some extent.

“The procedure we have used for finding inconsistencies in the ontology can
be sketched as follows:
1. An automated procedure translates a large part of SUMO (and discharges
the remaining axioms).
2. Then, the whole resulting formula is given (as input) to a theorem prover
for automatically finding an inconsistency (that is, without providing a
goal).
3. When a refutation is found, the theorem prover provides a description of
the proof, from which we select the collection of axioms involved in that
refutation.
4. With the help of theorem provers (for example, for finding minimal inconsistent subcollections of axioms), we identify the source of the inconsistency and repair it.
5. Once we repair the problem, the process is repeated from the beginning.”
Fig. 1. Automated error and inconsistency checking for expressive ontologies as has
been applied for Adimen-SUMO; the text is copied from [1].
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A framework for error and inconsistency detection

To enable experiments with THF0-SUMO-I (and with further mappings to HOL)
we have developed and deployed a framework for the mechanized inconsistency
detection in expressive ontologies with HOL theorem provers and model finders.
For this we have followed the same overall procedure as has e.g. been applied
for Adimen-SUMO. This procedure, replicated from [1], is described in Fig. 1.
A main challenge in our work has been to appropriately cluster the THF0SUMO-I ontology into smaller subsets which can still be processed by the available THF0 theorem provers and model finders.
A naive approach would be to generate all subsets of the powerset of axioms
in THF0-SUMO-I and to apply the THF0 reasoners to them; thereby one could
start with the unit sets and work towards larger and larger supersets.
Due to the size of the THF0-SUMO-I ontology such an exhaustive approach
is practically infeasible. Therefore we have decided to cluster the THF0-SUMO-I
ontology first into smaller subontologies. As in related work on ontology clustering [19, 23, 24] the idea is to identify subsets of axioms which are semantically
independent to a large degree. Recent progress in ontology clustering, where
partial consistency proofs may even be combined into global consistency proofs,
is presented in [9].
Our work has focused on the exploitation of type information for ontology
clustering. Remember that axioms are copied for differently typed instances of
the same SUMO symbols in THF0-SUMO-I. Hence, we conjectured that this
type information might serve as an effective differentiation criterion.
The idea is formalized by viewing the ontology as a structure O(T, A, R)
where

– T is the set of all types used in the ontology (as mentioned before, the
THF0-SUMO-I translation actually generates many different types and it
often introduces axiom duplicates for different types);
– A is the set of all axioms used in the ontology;
– R is the set of user defined relations on a combination of the two previous
sets or restricted to one of them.
Given a relation r ∈ R, our framework computes the induced graph. For inconsistency detection we consider all possible subgraphs of this graph. In order to
generate a valid THF0 input file an iteration over all the axioms and types of the
subgraph is needed together with some removal of duplicates. By default relation r is chosen such that r(a, a0 ) holds (for a, a0 ∈ A) if and only if there exists
t ∈ T which is used in both a and a0 . Respective properties of types and axioms,
on which relations r can be defined, are meta data and they are extracted first.
This meta data forms an implicit adjacency list which is stored in a database.
The framework is implemented in the Python programming language. It supports the extraction of meta data from a THF0 ontology and it integrates the
HOL automated theorem provers Nitpick [6], LEO-II [5] and Satallax [7]. It is
capable of correctly interpreting their results by using the SZS ontology [21].
Moreover, it provides optimizations like caching and generator expressions for
increasing speed and for limiting memory consumption on subset generation.
Furthermore, the framework stores the ontology and the extracted meta data in
a database for persistence.
The framework supports three different execution modes: (A) It can be deployed locally allowing the user to check and develop algorithms on his local
machine, which he can then deploy to the cluster. (B) It is also possible to use
the framework on the TORQUE [20] cluster or (C) on a custom setup by using
Celery3 . When running locally or when using Celery each subgraph is translated
into a single job to be executed. Satisfiable subgraphs as well as generated finite
models are dismissed in order to save storage space.
On TORQUE the framework uses templates for job generation as well as a
packaging mechanism to reduce the overhead caused by distributing the computation onto different machines. Additionally, the framework employs a two
step approach when running on TORQUE. If a job consisting of many THF0
problems runs into a timeout, then this timeout will be detected and the undetermined subsets will be written into the database for further examination. If
the job is successful the results will be parsed and negative results (pointing to
errors and inconsistencies) will be stored in the database. The database is polled
on a regular basis for jobs with timeouts and the framework spawns a single
instance of this job with a different prover in order to derive a result.
The error detection framework has been extensively applied over several
weeks to the THF0-SUMO-I ontology. A large number of proof problems (to
be precise, 3.047.128 at the time of writing) has been generated and passed to
the above THF0 reasoners. Thereby, the errors as mentioned in Section 3 have
been detected.
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Nevertheless, the outcome of the experiments was disappointing to us: Our
expectation was that the (known) unfaithfulness of the THF0-SUMO-I translation could eventually be experimentally revealed. Since this was not the case we
did conduct some further experiments in order to find out why this was not the
case. These additional experiments are summarized and discussed in the next
section.
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Unfaithfulness may be hard to detect

Can the unfaithfulness of a translation of an expressive ontology into a target
logic be automatically detected with automated reasoners for this target logic
in experiments? Or, alternatively, what does it mean if extensive experiments in
this sense stabilize without revealing any further errors or inconsistencies? Can
we then trust the translation? What does it imply if we can even formally prove
the consistency of the translation result?
Statements as we find them, for example, on the Adimen-SUMO website
(cf. http://adimen.si.ehu.es/web/AdimenSUMO) indicate that stabilizing experiments (or satisfiability results) in this sense are in fact applied as a criterion for
the trustfulness of a translation:
As a result of this process [meant is the process as described in Fig. 1], we
obtain a validated and consistent first-order version of the ontology to be used by
first-order theorem provers.
As outlined in Sections 3 and 4 , we have applied a related process to THF0SUMO-I. Hence, had we not already been aware of the unfaithfulness of the
translation, the temptation would have been huge to make a similar statement
for the THF0-SUMO-I ontology.
Sure, THF0 theorem provers and model finders are still comparably weak,
and one might argue that this is the reason for not detecting the unfaithfulness of
the translation (note that showing the satisfiability of the entire THF0-SUMOI ontology is currently still way beyond the computational capabilities of the
higher-order model finders Nitpick, Satallax and LEO-II). However, as we will
illustrate next, this is not the crucial point. Even if satisfiability of the entire
THF0-SUMO-I ontology could be formally shown, this would still not imply that
THF0-SUMO-I can now be safely employed in applications.
For demonstrating this we consider a SUMO toy ontology consisting of exactly the two SUMO axioms (1) and (2) from page 3; this ontology is called
E1 in the remainder. The THF0-translation of E1 consists of the axioms (3)
and (4) as given on page 4 (together with the necessary type declarations). This
subontology of THF0-SUMO-I is called E1*.
When being applied to E1* the THF0 reasoners LEO-II, Satallax and Nitpick
report satisfiability (LEO-II and Satallax do this within a few milliseconds on
standard PCs, and Nitpick needs about 4 seconds).
Next, we add some ABox information to our toy ontology. Thus, we extend
E1 and E1* into E2 and E2*, respectively. The added facts express that it is
not the truth that Bruce is the father of Ben and of Bill (aboxAx1), that Peter

% Type Declarations
thf(bill,type,( bill: $i )). thf(ben,type,( ben: $i )).
thf(bruce,type,( bruce: $i )). thf(peter,type,( peter: $i )).
thf(father,type,( father: $i > $i > $o )).
thf(truth,type,( truth: $o > $o > $o )).
thf(believes,type,( believes: $i > $o > $o )).
thf(knows,type,( knows: $i > $o > $o )).
% Axioms
thf(ax1126,axiom,(
! [FORMULA: $o,AGENT: $i] :
( ( knows @ AGENT @ FORMULA ) => ( believes @ AGENT @ FORMULA ) ) )).
thf(ax3303,axiom,(
! [FORMULA: $o,AGENT: $i] :
( ( knows @ AGENT @ FORMULA ) => ( truth @ FORMULA @ $true ) ) )).
thf(aboxAx0,axiom,
( ( ben != bill ) & ( bruce != ben ) & ( bruce != bill )
& ( peter != ben ) & ( peter != bill ) & ( peter != bruce ) )).
thf(aboxAx1,axiom,(
~ ( truth
@ ( ( father @ bruce @ ben ) & ( father @ bruce @ bill ) )
@ $true ) )).
thf(aboxAx2,axiom,
( knows @ peter @ ( father @ bruce @ ben ) )).
thf(aboxAx3,axiom,
( believes @ peter @ ( father @ bruce @ bill ) )).
Fig. 2. The satisfiable toy ontology E2*. Adding ~(believes peter ~(father bruce
bill)) results in an unsatisfiable set of THF0 axioms. This is clearly counter-intuitive.

knows that Bruce is the father of Ben (aboxAx2), and that Peter believes that
Bruce is the father of Bill (aboxAx0); in SUMO notation these axioms read as:
~(truth ((father bruce ben) & (father bruce bill)) True)
(aboxAx1)
(knows peter (father bruce ben))

(aboxAx2)

(believes peter (father bruce bill))

(aboxAx3)

Axiom (aboxAx0) additionally states that the constant symbols peter, bruce,
ben and bill denote mutually different individuals. The detailed content of E2*
is presented in Fig. 2.

Toy ontology E2* is still satisfiable, which is quickly confirmed by LEO-II,
Satallax and Nitpick. This is also what we intuitively expect: Peter’s believes
may well differ from the true facts about the world.
Next, we slightly reformulate the content of axiom (aboxAx3) and state that
Peter does not believe that Bruce isn’t the father of Bill:
~(believes peter ~(father bruce bill))

(aboxAx4)

The translation of this SUMO axiom to THF0 is (aboxAx4*):
thf(aboxAx4,axiom,
( ~ ( believes @ peter @ ( ~ ( father @ bruce @ bill ) ) ) )).
According to our intuition and according to the intended semantics of SUMO,
axiom (aboxAx4*) should be consistent with E2*. However, this is not the case:
now LEO-II, Satallax and Nitpick do report unsatisfiability. They also report
unsatisfiability when (aboxAx3) is being removed from the example. Moreover,
LEO-II and Satallax show that the query
believes peter ~(father bruce bill))

(query)

is implied by E2*.
The latter results do obviously contradict our intuition on knowledge and
belief, and they do also contradict the semantics of these modalities as intended
in SUMO. The problem clearly is the unfaithfulness (more precisely, the wrongly
assumed fully extensional semantics) of the THF0-SUMO-I translation. However,
as our example nicely illustrates: it cannot be expected that the unfaithfulness of
such a logic translation can be revealed without adding further ABox information
and/or queries.
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Conclusion

The unfaithfulness of a translation of an expressive ontology into a target logic
might not be detectable by automated reasoners for this target logic in experiments. In our example case that was caused by an extensional treatment of
intensional notions, and this mismatch could not be revealed by solely studying
the translated ontology. However, it has been illustrated that the addition of
further ABox information and of user queries may eventually help.
Instead of conducting theorem prover supported (in-)consistency checking on
the translations of the terminological content of expressive ontologies only, we
instead argue for the additional exploitation of annotated test corpora within
experiments. These test corpora should ideally contain substantial, well selected
ABox information and related user queries. As we have documented, the latter
approach can eventually reveal inconsistencies and unfaithful translations which
will remain undetected otherwise.
Allowedly, the faithfulness of a translation should ideally be formally proved
before the translation is implemented and deployed, and in this respect the

work as pursuit in the OntoIOp, LoLa and LATIN projects is promising and
important. However, such an approach may not be always easily feasible. In
fact, neither for Adimen-SUMO nor for TPTP-SUMO such proofs have been
provided. Moreover, even if a respective pen and paper proof is given, typically
little can be implied from it for the faithfulness of the actual implementation.
Future work includes studying the following question: How can the systematic
creation of respective ABox- and user query-enriched test corpora for expressive
ontologies be achieved in practice? Can such a process eventually be (partially)
automated?
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